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SURVI.ViVL RESPIRATION AS A KEANS OF STUDYING
METABOLISM IN HJSCLE
In the course of previous researches by Stp.nley ' and
Hayhurst^'' made in this laboratory on the rretaholic processes
in excised rauscle, there arose a umber of interesting questions
which had to be left for future investigation.
The present thesis has to do with the comparative mr^tabolism
in excised muscle, under varyin.r conditions, as determined by esti-
mation of carbon dioxide discharge. The general problem on which
it furnishes adc^itional data, is that of the questionable existence
of trophic nerves to muscle, and the several points which presented
themselves in the course of the work are dealt with in the several
parts of the thesis.
The co.rbon dioxide estimations were m.ade by an im:proved
Pe tenkof er m.ethod the apparatus for which was devised and, for the
most part, made' in this laboratory. For detailed, description of
the m.ethod and apparatus vie refer to the thesis of iiayhurst
.

2I. CARBON DIOXIDE DISCHARGE AS AN INDEX
TO MUSCLE METABOLISM
Although our criterion for judging the metabolism of a runcle
has been, in this work, the amount of carbon dioxide dischargr,
we are not unmindful of the possibility of the first products of
muscular metabolism being more comiplex than sim.ple carbon dioxide.
The literature on this subject is abundant and some of the later
work will be dv^relt on here mere especially.
According to Sch^fer" "it is not absolutely certain
whether the COp v/hich is ultimately produced as a result of m.uscu-
lar activity actually leaves the miuscle as such, or in some other
form, such as lactic acid, which is destined to be further odi-
dized elsewhere." It is probable that the furth^-r oxidation
would take place in the blood and in fact require the condition of
normal circulation to bring it about. Should this be the case,
an excised m.uscle would not be expected to give off larger amounts
of carbon dioxide during activity than during rest. The im.medi-
ate products of its metabolism T^fould be more complex and the
carbon dioxide given off v/ould not be a true index to the am.ount
of the metabolism--it would be too low.
Practically all previous observers have found that relative-
ly large amounts of carbon dioxide are given off from m.uscles dur-
ing the first thirty to sixty minutes after excision, and our
results are in entire accord with this. The suggestion presents
itself that the blood remaining in the miuscle may be instrumicntal
in producing this large first yield. The discharge of carbon
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dioxide decreases very rapidly during the first hour after exci-
sion and this might be explained by the exhaustion of oxygen in
the blood of the muscle, which m.irht take part in the oxidation
of the sarcolactic acid and other substo.nces v.^hich are products
of metabolism. This opens up the v:hole question of oxidases
which is too large to be discussed here.
Lactic Acid in Surviving iluscle
The presence of sarcolactic acid in frog's muscles at various
stages of contraction and fatigue and at rest has been recently
studied quite fully by Fletcher and Hopkinsi'^ They extracted
the triturated miuscles with alcohol and determined the lactic acid
in the extract gravimetricaliy as anhydrous zinc lactate. '"hey
found that lactic acid accumulates in excised muscle up to the
point of loss of irritability, if the muscle is kept under
anaerobic conditions. In an atmosphere of hydrogen or carbon
monoxide this accumiUlation was vary rapid, being miost strikingly
shown in the latter. In air the accumulation was much slower or
even scarcely noticeable. When kept in an atmosphere of oxygen,
however, they found, th&t the accumulation in the muscle of lactic
acid did not take place; furtherm.ore , that "from a fatigued
muscle placed in oxygt^n there is a disappearance of lactic acid
already form.ed" . This seems to indicate that the lactic a,cid is
easily oxidized if the supply of oxygen is abundant. As to the
5 )products of this oxidation we refer to the work of Fletcher on
the discharge of carbon dioxide from excised muscle. He found
that "the survival discharge of COo from an excised muscle is
increased during periods of contraction in the presence of

4abundant oxygen, this additional yield of CCp is
absent or incomplete in the case of muscle made to contract in
nitrogen".
These findings are of great significance in the problem of
survival respiration. They are in accord with our experiments
in that carbor: dioxide is not an im.niediate product of metabolisr
and does not appeo.r unless special means is provided for oxi-
dizing the first more complex materials which are given off as
a result of survival changes and of activity of the muscle.
Vi'e have not :;.ade any experiments in vihich the muscle was kept in
an atmosphere of oxygen and in carrying out the original purpose
of thiis research this is a condition that dem.ands recognition
and must be further investigated if we are to measure metabolism
by means of determinations of carbon dioxide discharge.
Excised Muscle wi th Artificial Circulation
For supplying muscle with abundant oxygen after excision
the only alternative to enclosing in an atmosphere of oxygen
would be to establish a circulation as nearly normal as possible.
This has been done v'ith miam.malian heart muscle by Bancroft and
DixonV Their experimiCnts v/ere made on dog hearts the circulation
being established by connecting the excised heart of one cog with
the carotid and jugular of another lo.rger anesthetized dop:* A
gas analysis was made of the blood before and after passing
through the heart and carbon dioxide and oxygen determined. They
found that the oxygen intake and carbon dioxide output bore an
appreciable relation to the activity of the heart under experi-
TiCnt . After causing increased activity by injecting adrenalin

5thoy found markecl incroai-e in the oxygen intake and the carbon
dioxide output. After diminished a.ctivity caused by injectlonn
of pilocarpine the oxygen intake and carbon dioxide output v^ere
both greatly reduced. The amount of oxygen in the blood supplied
to the heart in th^ir experiments v/as about twenty-one volun-es
per. cent, and v:as fairly constant. The samples of blood taken
for analysis were from the stream, just before entering the heart
and just after leaving it.
In these results the fact rrhich is in point here is that
carbon dioxidte is a product of m.etabolism. and that it is forried
either in the muscle substance or in the lymph surrounding it.
The results in general furnish further evidence of the fact
^ )brought out by Fletcher, viz., that an abundant supply of oxygen
will co^use the appearance of carbon dioxide as o, product of
metaboli sm
.

6II. INFLUENCE OF CONTRACTION ON CARBON DIOXIDE
DISCHARGE FROM EXCISED LUSCLE
It has been generally recof^nized that nur;cular activity
produces increase in output of carbon dioxide from the normal
anim.al and this fact is the chief evidence that the greater
part of the energy-producing metabolism of the body takes place
in the muscles.
Matteuci'''^ and Valentin^ ^ who viorked about 1855 were
pioneers in studying the carbon dioxide discharge from surviving
muscle during contraction and during rest. They found "that the
CO^ yielded bj'' tetanized frog muscles ws.s greater in am.ount than
that yielded by resting muscles under like conditions" . Their
results were confirmed by Hermann^ ^ about ten years later, and
by Tissot''''^' as late as 1893. This would appear, a priori, as
it should be, but in the light of later carrful \nor\i these ro-
1 1 )
suits must be questioned. In 1898 Fletcher published an ex-
tended account of work on survival respiration in v/hich he states
that "the unaided discharge of COg from freshly excised muscle
is not increased during contraction within fatigue limits."
He concludes that the increased yield obtained by Hermann and
others was due to contraction by prolonged stimulation causing
rigor m:ortis in which condition the muscle discharges larger
amounts of carbon dioxide than when survivin.f". The results of
the experiments of nayhursf-^ and of our ovm experiments confirm
those of Fletcher. T/e have found no relation of carbon dioxide
discharge to activity of the muscle.

In all the v.rork no far cited the excised muscles have been
made to contract in air. Later work of Fletcher^) chowed
that the condition necessary for increased discharge of carbon
dioxide during periods of contraction is that the excised muscle
must have an abundant supply of exygen. In an atmosphere of
nitrogen or in the air ho obtained no increase in discharge as
he did when causing the miuscle to contract in an atmosphere of
oxygen.
The evidence furnished by Fletcher's work on survival
respiration is strengthened by gas analyses of blood from intact
muscles in which natural or artificial circulation is maintained
Experiments of this character were made by Ludwig and Sczell'owl^
i:^
)
and by Ludv/ig and Schmidt and in most cases the observers
found an increase of carbon dioxide during contraction. Later
v;orkers v;ho confirmi these findings are Frey and G-ruber}"^^
Ghauveau and Kaufmann, ) and Bancroft and Dixon.
Effect of Work during Contraction
The suggestion aronc from. Hayhurst's experiments that if
a muscle performed external work during contracti- n its carbon-
dioxicle output would be greater than that from anof^^er rr-iTscle
contracting under the same conditions but not performing externa
work. V/e m.ade som.e experimients on this particular part of the
sub j ect
.
The v/ork done by the muscle was a pull, at each contraction
against a strong coil spring. The muscle war- hung for enclosure
in the air tirht chamber the same as for other experiments but
before being enclosed, its tendon of insertion ivas tied tc one

end of the spring. The attachment of- the otVier end of the spring
v;as made to a vrire v/hich pasred out of the botton of the nuscle
chamber through a "U" tube filled v/ith mercury. The tennion of |
the spring could be varied without opening the chamber. The
j
stimulation wa,s som.ctim.es applied directly, sometimes through the
nerve and sometimes v/ith one electrode on muscle and the other on
its nerve.
On the following pages are given the protocols of these
experim:ent s . In five oi^t of seven cases, morr carbon dioxide T'as 'I
obtained from the non-vrorking m.uscle t?ian from, the •'orVing muscle,
j
The lack of uniformity in these results tends to disprove the '
suggestion that the perform;ing of external v/orl: is the necesso.ry
factor v/hich vould cause increaped discharge of carbon dioxide
during contraction. Energy could not be produced vdthout somic
catabolic process taking place, but this does not mean that car-
bon dioxide v;ould necessarily be formif^d, or, if formed, would be
^
qualitatively given off. ;
!
Protocols of Experiments
!|
iiIn the curves which acccmipany these records, the ordinates ii
are volumes of carbon dioxide at 0° C. and 760 m^m. pressure, ex-
pressed in cubic centimeters, D,nd the abscissae are time 'expressed
in hours. The black line is for the non-v.'orking muscle and the
red for the working muscle. Stimulation periods for each miuscle
are expressed at the bottom in the respective colors.

Experiment 55
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from the two gestroc-
neinii of a cat, both contracting by stimulation through nerve
and one doing external v/ork.
All stimulation periods are of fifteen minutes duration in
this experiment.
Column N, non-v:or'.\:ing muscle; column Y'l, working muscle.
Ab- Air
sorp- dra^Tn
tion through
period (liters
)
N W
1 4.5 4.4
Stimulation
Number Height
of of coil
periods in mm.
Con-
traction
1 1
100 100
N
Fine Fine
Good Fair
Faint Faint
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c.c.
N W
0.702 0.530
2 3.8 5.6 -- -- .4'70 .412
3 4.5 5.0 1 1 100 100 Mo con- .410 .366
traction
4 ? ? — — .402 .244
Totals 1 .9R4 1 .652
VJeight of muscles (grams) 20 .8 20 .3
Carbon dioxide obtained per gram of m:uscle .095 .081

.76
.68
.64
.60
.f 5
.52
.48
.44
10
Experiment 7>5
.36
.28
.24
.20
. 1
. ir
.06
.04
00
I
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Experiment 39
Cornparison of carbon dioxide yield from the two gastroc-
nemii of a frog one doing external work and the other not vrorking
Stimulation directly to muscle.
The absorption periods are each of forty-five minutes dur-
ation instead of thirty.
Ab- Air
sorp- dravm
tion ' through
period (liters
)
Stimulation
Number Height Carbon di-
of of coil Con- oxide ob-
periods in mm.. traction tained, c.c
N W N W N W N V/ N W
1 4.0 5.9 3 200
150
200
150
Not Good
very
strong
0.134 0.114
'i'
1
2 6.1 6.1 2 2 150
100
150
100
Poor Not
good
0.118 0.086
Totals 0.252 0.200
,
;|
The miuscle weights were not noted
.
; as the fro
i|
1
g's gastroc-
nemius is symmetrical the two muscles vrauld probably show no
appreciable difference in weight.

1£
Experiraent 40
Comparison of the yield of carbon dioxide from vrorking and
non-v/orking muscles of a cat, both contracting.
Column N, non-working rnuscle; column IV, workin,p- muscle
Ab-
sorp-
tion
Air
drawn
through
Stimulation
period (liters
)
N ?/
1 5.5 o.O
2 5.7 4.0
Number
of
period;
N W
5 5
3 4 . 0.8
4 4.0 5.8
5 V Oo • ^ 5.6
6 4.0 • Q
7 4.1 4.5
8 5.2 6.0
Height
of coil
in mm
.
Con-
traction
N
150 150 Good Good
110 110
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c. c.
N ?;
1.044 1.062
110 110 Weak p-aint 0.904 0.836
100 80 Trace None
80 None
-- 0.634 0.674
0.666 0.592
0.514 0.556
0.516 0.518
0.448 0.506
0.424 0.408
Totals
Weight of muscles in grams
Carbon dioxide per gram of muscle
Comparable totals, estimating the working to
the same weight as the non-working muscle
5.150 5.152
20.6 21.6
0.250 0.233
5.150 4.902
0.248Difference
Muscles were somewhat rigid when removed from apparatus

.96
,92
.£4
.80
.76
1-4
60
Experiment 4-0
,4P
4
II
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Experiment 41
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from the tvro gastroc-
nemii of a small pup, both contracting and one performing ex-
ternal v/ork.
Stimulation with one electrode on the muscle and the other
on its nerve.
Column N, non-working muscle; column W, working muscle*
Ab- Air Stimulation
sorp- drarm Number Height Carbon di-
tion through of of coil Con oxide ob-
period (liters ) periods in mm . traction tained, c.c.
N W N TV N W N N W
1 3. 9 4. 2 7 3 ? 120 Good Ooor" 0.194 0.154
Poor but
r ' slow
2 3.6 3.9 -- -- -- 0.178 0.146
3 3.9 3.8 — — -- 0.104 0.076
4 2.6 4.1 -- 0.118 0.126
Totals 0.594 0.502
Weight of muscles not noted.

15
:^:^xperiment 41
.1'
.08
,04
CO CO.. CHICASO.
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Experiment 42
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from v:orking and non-
working muscles from, a small pup, both contro.cting
.
Stimulation direct '
Column N, non-v.'-orking muscle; column V/, working muscle.
Ab- Air
,
Stim.ulation
sorp- dravm Number Height Carbon di-
tion through of of coil Con- oxide ob-
perio d (liters ) periods in mm traction tainod, c.c.
B W N W N \>I N W N Vi
1 3.5 3.9 3 3 125 125 Fair Good 0.196 0.248
Fair
2 3.3 4.0 3 3 125 125 Weak Weak 0.198 0.234
5 4.1 3.8 -- -_ -- 0.110 0.140
4 5.6 3.5 ~- — -- -- 0.118 0.162
5 4.5 3.9 -- 0.104 0.102
6 4.7 4.3 __ __ — 0.100 0.122
7 6.1 3.8 — -- 0.064 0.094
8 4.0 4.8 — — 0.088 0.098
9 3.8 4.0 — 0.060 0.076
10 ? ? 0.040 0.088
Totals 1.128 1.364
V/eight of muscles not accurately determined because of coarse-
ness of the balance on which they were vieighed. The v;eights
were approximately three grams and the working muscle was slight-
ly heavier than the muscle not working.
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Experiment 43
CopTDari son of carhon di o>ri rip vield from tne riffht o"as troc —
nPT'^i 1 O'T t,wo 'rTOP'<=^ wi tVi tVK^* 1 f^f*f c^+.TOnnPi^i i of the sam.e frogs.
the former at rest and the latter contracting against a spring.
thus performing external work.
Stimulation direct
Absorption periods were of sixty minutes each.
Ab- Air Stimulation
sorp- drawn Number Height '
tion through of of coil Con-
period (liters) periods in m.ra . traction
Carbon
oxide
tained
cti —
Ob-
J c • c •
N W V. \J N W N V/ N
1 7.9 9.7 3 — 170 -- Vigor-
135 ous
100 Good
Poor
0.212 0.204
2 7.7 ? 2 -- 100 -- Poor
Faint
.096 .138
Totals .308 .342
V/eight of muscles, in grams 1.9 l.P
Carbon dioxide per grajn of muscle .016 0.019
Comparable totals .308 .361
Difference 0. 053
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Experiment 44
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from the two gastroc-
nemii of a cat, both muscles contracting and one doing external
work by pulling against a spring.
Stimulation wi th one electrode on muscle and the other on
its nerve. *
Column N, non-'vorking muscle; colurn C, working muscle*
ii J. X Stimulation
sorp- drav/n Number Height Carbon di-
L> J. Ull U III vj wlKjI 1 of of coil Con- oxide U U
period (liters
)
periods in mm. traction tained , C • c .
N W N W N W N
•
W
1 4.0 4.5 3 3 130 130 Strong 0.744 0.858
Good Strong
120 120
2 3.7 4.0 3 110 110 Fair Y/eak 0.726 .734
100 100 Faint Faint
3 4.2 5.9 C — -- 0.576 .524
4 5.2 5.4 -_ — — 0.532 .462
5 4.5 5.1 9 -- _- 0.432 .466
6 4.4 4.2 .456
7 4.2 3.5 -- -- -- -- 0.414 .396
8 4.3 5.4 -- -- 0.394 0.396
» 9 4 . " 4.6 -- -- -- 0.364 n . 744
10 4.7 5.1 -- 0.356 .334
Totals 4.994 4.970
l| ^Veight of muscle s (grams) 19.6 19.6
^1
The working muscle was somewha.t stiff vrhen rem.oved from.
the apparatus
;
the other was not.

48
19a
i^xpe^iment -14
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Summary of Experiments with TTorl.Tiing and Non-v,^orking Muscle
Exper-
iment
Stimulation No
.
N T/
Nerve ierve ?5
Direct Direct 39
Both stimu- 40
lated
Nerve Ilerve
and and 41
I;'uscle i'xUscle
Direct Direct 42
None Direct 43
Nerve Nerve
and and
Muscle i..usclo
44
Animal
used
Cat
Frog
Cat
Fup
Pup
Frogs
Cat
Carbon
dioxide
per gram
of muscle
Diff-
erence
N
0.095 0.081 0.014
.2521 '0 .S^'O^ ^0 .052
0.250 0.238 0.012
.594"^ ^0 .502"^ '0 .09:
1.126'''^1.364''--0
.236
0.016 0.019 0.003
0.254 0.253 0.001
T-Tiich
m.u.scle
yields
the more?
N
N
N
N
N
'These ar.ounts are totals for the entire muccle, the
weight of the m-uscles not having been noted in these experiments.
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III. INFLUENCE OF STIMULATION THROUGH THE
NERVE ON CARBON DIOXIDE DISCHARGE
I
In all our experiments, except a few of those given in
j
Section II on influence of work, the * sti^nalation was sent through
the nerve. In the curare experiir.eiits this v/as essential and its
/effect in itself has been carefully observed- The only oppor-
tunity for- noticing the effect of stimulation aside from that
of the contraction which it caused was in the experiments in '
which the muscle was cursrized. This prevented contraction and
so eliminated any effect which that might have on carbon dioxide
discharge. It was found that, considered in itself, the stimiU-
lation through the nerve did not cause an increase in the dis-
charge of carbon dioxide fromi the miuscle. The stimulation of the
nerve of the curarized muscle involves the question of trophic
nerves and is discussed, in Section IV. ;'
In the ca.se of Experiment 34 (page 62) the two maiscles were :
curarized and stimula,tion applied to one only- The result was
a less yield of carbon dioxid.e from the stim.ulated miuscle than
from, the one not stim.ulated. Tliis experiment alonr can not, of
course, be given as evidence of an inhibitory nature of the '!
stimulation, bi^t this explanation is certainly suggested and m.ay
be taken for what it is worth.
f
'I
il
11
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IV. THE EFFECT OF CURARE ON METABOLISM
Since curare was used in our experiments for paralyzing
the motor nerv.e endings and subsequent determination of carbon
dioxide discharge xvas made on the muscles so curaiized, the effect
of the drug in itself demands som.e discussion.
The first Imovfledge of its paralyzing effects v/as obtained
16by Claude Bernard about 1850. He concluded from experim.ents
on frogs that the drug produced its effect through the motor
end plates of striated m.uscle. These experiments are classic and
the results have been generally accepted.
Some additional kno?;ledge, as to the method of action of
curare and the substance upon which it acts, is furnisheci by
17 )i-iangley in his recent worlc on "the reaction of cells and
nerve endings to certain poisons, chiefly as regards the reaction
of striated muscle to nicotine and curare". The subjects of his
experiments were fowls. l:e esty.blished the fact that curare and
nicotine o.re mutually antagonistic poisons. His evidence for this
is that curare destroys the effect of nicotine: e.g., nicotine is
injected first, this causes a contraction of the muscle; curare
is injected and a gradual relaxation follov/s. The antagonistic
action is also shovm by their effect on the eyes of the anesthe-
tized animal, viz., curare causes them to shut and nicotine caus-
es them to open. From the fact of their inutB^l antagonism, Langley
concludes that nicotin-e and curare act on the same substance
and this conclusion forms the basis for some of his statements
regarding the manner of action of curare, i.e., what is true of
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one is true of the other. Both drugs inhibit thr effect of
stinulation of the muscle through its nerve, but, since stimula-
tion of the muscle direct still causes contraction, it is clear
that their action is not upon the muscle substance itself. This
point is true for curare itself as well as for nicotine. The
second point, horever, is established by Langley for nicotine
only, and is inferred for curaro on the evidence that both drugs
act on the same substance. i^Small c^op.es of nicotine not only
cause contra,ction of the muscle, but also inhibit the contraction
normally produced by nerve stimulation; additional doses cause
contractions up to a certain amount of the drur beyond which
further injections no longer cause contractions. Degeneration
of the norves supplying the muscle leaves essentially unaltered
the effect juct described. From, this it is concluded (by Langley)
that nicotine does not act on the axon-endings , since they are
degenerated with the degeneration of the nerve. After thus ex-
cluding the possibil"' ty of the action of these drugs on the mais-
cle substance on the one hand and on the axDn-endings on the
other, there remains the conclusion that there is an intermediate
substance upon which they act. This substance Langley calls a
"receptive substance"*
The presence of curare in the blood as a factor which in
itself would influence oxido.tion in the muscle is a problcmi upon
v;hich there is not a large amount of data at hand. Colosanti-'-^ ^
showed that the oxidation in a miuscle of a limb with an artificial
circulation is the sam.e T/hether the blood does or does not con-
tain curare. Some of our experiments seemi to indicate otherwise;
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viz., that the carbon dioxide output from an excised curarized
muscle is less than froin a non-curarized muscle. ^''^ h')ve only
one case (Experiment 15, page 34) which v/e may cite c.q evidence
of this. However, as to the general effect on, rr.etaboli sm, of in-
jection of curare there is abundant evidence.
The results obtained by different observers vary somewhat
because, as shovm by later v;or>, of the size of the close adman-
istered. The results of earlier worl'' on this subject v;ere all
in accord that injections of curare are follov^^ed by great de-
creases in metabolism as evidenced by decrease .in intake of
oxygen and output of ci^rbon dioxide. The vorlz of R6hrig and
Zuntz^^ ^ shov/ed that in curarized animals the consum.ption of
oxygen and the elirdnation of carbon dioxide are enormiously
diminished. Later work of Zuntz'-^ ' confirm.s these findings,
r/orking with rabbits he reduced, by subcutaneous injections of
curare, the exchange of oxygen and carbon dioxide to about one-
half within five to fifteen minutes. The work of Ff Ifiger^-'-
^
done some time later than that of Zuntz, gave results in harmony
with those of his predecessors. After injecting curare he observ-
ed a decrease from the normal for carbon dioxide output and oxygen
intake of 37. and 35.2^ respectively. He also observed that
this was not due to diminished supply of oxygen since artificial
respiration was maintained and the venous blood was brighter than
in the normal anir al . Pfltlger called attention to the fact that
a rabbit paralyzed by largp doses of curare was no longer able
to maintain its body temperature v/hen the outside temperature is
changed. The rabbit behaves like a cold-blood animal. Still

later work of Zuntz^^^ shoT,red that if the animal is kept at con-
stant temperature in a bath this decrease in gaseous exchange
does not occur, but remains constant for a whole day. "It is
impossible to produce fever by septic injections which produced a
raging fever in uncurarized rabbits in a few hours." The same
results as to effect on metabolism v/ere obtained by Abeles "
who determined the glycogen content of curarized and non-curarized
muscles. He found that curare produced a diminution in metabolism
as evidenced by the accumulation of glycogen in the muscles after
injections of the drug.
In all the work cited above there is no record regarding the
size of the dose of curare injected. About 1868 Kemp 'performed
some experiments on dogs in which the size of the dose of curare
was shown to be an important factor. His index of metabolism was
the amount of heat production as measured by the calorimeter.
Dogs, when given small doses of curare, just sufficient to para-
lyze the motor nerve endings, were still able to maintain their
body temperature^ and, in some cases^ showred a rise in temperature.
Large doses, hov^^ever, resulted in a fall of tempera.ture and a
diminution in heat production. These results were confirmxed, in
a number of cases, in the later experir.ents of Reichort'^'' who
also found that the heat regulating mechanism could still function
after small doses of curare. In regard to large doses, he found
that a fall of temiperature somietim.es resulted, but in other cases
a rise was noted. On this latter point he did not agree entirely
with Kem^p, who did not find a rise in temperature in any of his
experiments with large doses of curare.
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Carbon dioxide Discharg e from Curarized and Ngn-curarized
Lamir.alian I.-ur>cle F-timulatod through the I'Tervc
These experiments v/ere' made to determine the influence, on
carbon dioxide discharge, of electr-ical stimu.latior. of a curar-
ized r.usclo throurh its nerve. They werr the first experiments
perforr.cd in our worl-: and were conducted vrith the viev/ of furnish-
ing evidence for or against the existence of trophic nerves to
m.uscle. If there "/as a set of trophic nerves, v:hich controlled
iretaholi sm, apart from the m:Otor nerves, and if the motor nerves
were the only on-es para,lyzed by the curare: then stimvilotion of
the nerve to curarized ""nscle should proriuc^ an increased yield
of carbon dioxide as conipared with t?ic yield from a miuscle whose
nerve was not stimulated.
With the observatiLms of Kemp (pare 25) in m.ind, v/e gave
sm^all doses of curare, just sufficient to paralyze the motor nerve
endings of the miuscle. The trophic function, whether through sep-
arate nerves or not) is thus, supi^osedly, retained.
Curarizirig the L.uscle
In all experiments, except T:here especially noted, the anim:al
was anesthetized with ether, one go strocnem.ius was excised and at
once enclosed in one of the muslce chemibers of the absorption
apparatus. This usually took about throe m.inutes. A current of
air, freed from, carbon dioxide, v/as then run through the o^pparatus
for seven m.inutes to rem.ove any atmospheric car>^on dioxide. Thus,
the absorption was usually begun vrithin ten minutes after excision
IrmiOdiately after the removal of the first muscle a one-per-cent
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solution of curare wao in.iected into the ^iugular vein. A dose
of five rdnirr.s T.^a-- umiolly sufficient to cs.use tlie paralysis of
the motor nerve endings in the muscle xvithin ten minutes. This
v:as tested by stimulating the nerve, vrith an induced current, som.e
distance from, the r-uscle. In sorse experiments an extra dose of
five minims was necessary. As soon as paralysis vas complete
the muscle v/as excised with its nerve and enclosed in the other
m.uscle cham.her of the absorption apparatus in exactly the same
vay and in the sam.e time as the first muscle. Absorption v/as
begun from the curarjzed muscle within from fifteen to thirty-five
mdniAtes after the non-cu.rarized . Th'= exceptions to this are in
Experim^ent IT, in v/hich sixty minutes elapsed between the beginning
of the first absorption period of each muscle, and in Experim.ent
16 in which forty-f'ive minutes intervened.
Method of Stimulation
The stimula.tion sent to the miuscle through its nerve was a
tetanizing secondary current from, an induction apparatus. The
electrodes applied to the nerve were platinum \7ires fused through
the glass miuscle cham.ber. The bs.ttery producing the prim.a.ry
current was composed of Edi son-Lalande cells. A metronome with
electric attachment, placed in the secondary circuit, closed this
circuit once in fou.r seconds and sent the current into the nerve.
The nerve was stimul£i.ted for five minutes s.nd then allowed to
rest for five m.inutes, these periods alternating, regularly. In
some few co.ses the stim.ulation periods v^ere longer than five min-
utes, and in such cases special m.ention is miade in the protocol of
the experimient . The experiments v/ere ' divided into absorption
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periods of thirty minutes each at the end of v/hich the estimation
of the carhon dioxide output for the period would be made. The
muscle received during one stimulation period seventy-five
stimulations, eo.ch lasting about one-tv/entieth of a second* Since
there \'iere three stir.'-ulation periods in one thirty-m.inute ab-
sorption period, the muscle would receive two hundred and tv^enty-
five tetanizing stimula-tions during the half hour.
Results
The most noticeable fact apparent from a-11 these experirients
is that the curarized muscle in every case except three (Experi-
ments 18y £0, 29) yields less carbon dioxide per gram of muscle
than doec the non-curarized muscle. Y/hen, in the course of the
vrorlv, this fact ?/as m.ade prom.inent, the m.ethod of procedure was
varied to bring out different points. It T/as noticed in some of
the experiments that the curarized muscle was r.ore or less anem.ic.
In these experim.Gntc the curarized m.uscle had been remioved last.
To see hov/ far this had to do with the result, som.e experim.ents
were made in T^rhich the curarized m.uscle was removed first. This
v^as accom.plished by tying off the comm.on iliac artery3 on one side,
thus blocking the circulation from the muscle of that side. Curare
v;aB then injected in the usual way and only the muscle in which
circulation v.-'as ifitact was curai'ized. V.^hen its m.otor nerve endings
had become paralyzed the muscle wa„R excised and enclosed. The
non-curarized muscle was then excised and the usual procedure of
absorption begun. The results obtained by this method (Experiments
o2 and 5S) are not different from those of the experiments in which
the curarized muscle was the last to be excised. None of the four
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muGclec in these experiments vre.s anernic.
In the different oyreriinents the curarized and non-curarized
muscles v/ere enclosed altornotely in the tvjo ahsorptjon systems,
i.e., the system which held the curarized muscle today v/ould re-
ceive the non-CLirari zed miUscle tomorrov/, and vice versa. The
possibility of the smaller yield from, the curarized muscle being
due to peculiarity of the absorption system, in v;hich it was en-
closed; v.^as thus excluded.
The vrriter does -not venture a positive explanation of these
results from the data so far obtained.. In' one case (Experim.ent 7A
,
pap;e 6r) both muscles vjere curarized and only one stimulated, the
other being allov/od to hang com.pletely at rest. The stim.ulated
muscle discharged less carbon dioxide than the one not stim.ulated.
This is in a.ccoi'dance with the general results from the group of
experiments under consideration here, viz., a stimnilated curarized
m.uscle gives off less carbon dioxide than a non-stimiulated curar-
ized muscle and also less than a stimulated non-curarized muscle.
In other words, it would appear that the curare effect together
with the stimulation effect results in some way in an inhibition
of the carbon dioxide discharge.
Protocols of Experiments
In the curves v/hich accompany the protocols of the experiments
the black line indico.tes carbon dioxide production from the norm.o.l
miuscle and. the red line for the curarized muscle. The ordinates
are volumies of carbon dioxide expressed in cubic centimeters at
QO c. and 760 miin
.
pressure. The abscissae are tim.e expressed in
hours. Stimiulation periods in respective colors are at the bottom.
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Experimenb 12
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and
non-curerized cat's musclG.
Colnrn ^T, data for normal non-curarized muscle.
Column C, data for curarized m.uscle.
Ab Air Stim.u.lation
sorp- current Number Height Did Carbon- di-
tion in liters of of coil mu s c 1
e
oxide ob-
period per 'hour periods in mm
.
contrsct
?
tained , c . c .
N C ri C K C K C N c
1 8 p, — 100 80 Yes Yes .472 . 384
8- 10-
12 14 2 80 -- 1:0 .492 .362
7-8 7-8 3 80 Ko . 292 .282
4 4-12 9 3 8C i"o . 314 . 260
5 7-10 9 o — 80 Ko . 180 . 262
6 7-1- 8 3 80 IIo . 282 .300
7 9 ?-15 3 80 No .252 .272
8 4.-1 10 80 .282 9
9 6-13 7-] 2 -- . .272 .262
10 4-8 8 .236 . 238
11 9-10 ?-13 . 190 . 254
12 11 9 0.186 . 240
13 10 9 .210 .238
10-
14 ?-ic 14 .218 .202
Totals, omitti V SI period 8 of eachi colunn 3.596 3.556
Difference
Y/eight of m.uscles not noted
Observation as regards rigor mortis ]iot taken
.04

Experiment 1^
.40
.32
.^0
.04

Experiment 13
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and
non-curarized cat's muscle.
Column C, data for curarized muscle.
Column N, data for non-curarized muscle.
Ab- Air
sorp- current
tion in liters
Period per hour
Stimulation
Number Height
of of coil
periods in mm
.
Did
muscle
contract?
Carbon di-
o:cide ob-
tained, in cc
1 9 8 -9
IN
1 70
TT
i <
Yes
p
i<
.610
n
0.514
2 4-9 4 -o 3 70 70 Yes No .380 .296
3 10 8 Cj 70 No .410 .302
4 8.5 6 o 70 No .220 .272
5 8 7 .350 .258
6 9 6 .352 0.272
7 8 S 0.320 0.260
8 10 8 . 344 U . <--. <_)
9 10 12 .282 . 228
10 11 6 . 134 0.220
11 12 7 .282 .218
IC 11 12 0.310 . 172
13 8 7 .266 . 222
14 6 7 0.230 .232
TTeight of miuscles not noted.
Totals 4.490 3.698
Difference 0.792
No rigor noticeable.

--?:periment 17}
i64
.60
c; o
o
00
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Experimrn.t 14
]
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized o.nd
non-curarized rabbit' s muscle
.
Column N, norr.ial muscle; column C, curarized m:Uscle
Ah- Air Stimulation
sorp- dravni
tion through,
period in litero
Number Height Did
of of coil muscle
periods in mm. contra,ct?
Carbon
tained
di-
\j ij —
, c . c .
.N C K C N C N C N c
1
o
3.5
o •
C • 5
9 •7
- - - —
110
2 -60 100 Ye^-^ No
.600
.
. 570
.522
.450
5 4.7 1 - - - — . 390 .360
4 4.4 4.3 . - - - — .440 . 390
5 o • y 4.2 - - - - . 562
6
7
5.0
4.0
6.5
.400
G .8li"'
. 350
0.522
8 3.5 5.9 -- . 350 0.362
1 9. 5.0 3.8 . 3'70 . 378
5.9 3.0 . 350 . 270
11 3.7 3.7 -- .530 0.508
12 6.1 3.6 . 260 C . 240
|l
13 4.9 3.7; » 22 ^ . 226
14 5.0 3.9 .210 .272
'.Teights not noted Totals 5.2S2 4.812
Rigor noticeable
' (1
Ko response m
on renioval . Difference
la.st period; electrodes slipped
.47
off of nerve.
(
2
^Included in period 7 .
^ "^Includes
L
carbon dioxide from period 5.

Experiment 14
I
I
I
t
—
00
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Experiment 15
Comparison of curarized and non-curarized rabbit's muscle
Hot stimulated.
Column N, normal muscle; colum.n C, curarized miuscle.
Ab-
sorp-
tion
period
Air
drav/n
through
,
in liters
Totals, omitting period 1 of
each colum.n
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c.c.
N C H c
1 4.0 4.1 .206-^ 0.092
2 4.1 3.9 . 140 0.050
3 5.2 .060 0.030
9.3
4 5.9 0.080 0.042
5 5.0 4.0 C .034 .010
6 6.5 5 . ? .050 0.050
7 4.9 4.0 .090 .020
8 5.1 4.2 0.042 .032
9 4.8 4.2 .oen '-^ -050
10 9 9 .030 .000
0.486 0.284
.202
(1
Difference
'Some carbon dioxide from, air entered the systemi accident
ally through a mercury joint.

ii^xpcrii-nent 15
1 ^
0,^
04
00
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Experiment 16 1)
ji
h
Oor:;parison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and
non-curo.rized cat' B TT.U sole
ColMr.vi; N, no'rrnc.l muscle; column C, curarized muscle
Ab- Air Stimulation
sorp- drav.'n
tion through,
period in liters
Number
of
periods
Height Did
of coil muscle
in mm. contract?
Carbon
oxide
tained
di-
ob-
, C .0.
h C N C N C N C
j
1
1 o . 7
10
6 . o 3 120 120 Yes Yes
.690
0.660
0.532
1
.506
rr
'Z T r7 ^O o • X • O .490 0.500
3
120 120
-80 -80 No K'o .472 . 350 :'
5 3.5 •: .430 .99^^
6 9.5? ? .392 . 4 10
7 4 . : 7 . G . 387 0.450
'
8 7.9 S.O .410 0.360
;
9 2.6 5.0
*
. 370 0.434
10 5.8 2.9 .352 0.320 :i
11 3.8 4.1 .400 0.322
12 6.9 4.1 0.330 . 280
1
Totals, omitting period 5 for each columxn 4.953 4.464 |i
1
T.'eight of muscles ( in gram s) 26 .2 25.4
Coinparable totals, proportional to wrip:hts 4.953 4 . 560
Difference 0.395
^
"''Some c arbor- die xide entereo with air pulle d in accident-
ally through a mercury joint. ,
\

.76
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(^rror)
.16
.12
.0<
.04
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Experiment 17
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and
non-curarized cat's muscle.
Column II, normal muscle; colum.n C, cura'rized m.uscle.
Ab- Air Stimulation
sorp- drawn Number Height Did Carbon di-
tion through of of coil muscle oxide ob-
period in liters periods in mm . contract? tained, c.c.
N C N C N C N C N C
1 :^..5 3.5 1 -- 100 Yes 0.2:^4 0.174
2 2.7 3.1 or -- -- 0.204 0.154
5 2.8 4.1 -- -- -- 0.114 0.114
4 3.8 5. C CO — -- -- -- 0.114 0.074
5 3.4 4.4 -- -- 0.094 0'.G54
6 3.0 C -- -- -- 0.074
Totals, omitting period 6 of each column 0.760 0.570
Tj eight of maiscles (in grarrs) 4.3 4.5
Comparable totals, proportional to rusclc v;eights 0.760 0.544
Difference 0.216

Experiment 17
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Experiment 18
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and
non-curarizod cat's muscle.
Column N, normal r.uscle; column C, curarized miUGcle.
Ab- Air Stimulation
sorp- dravn Ilumber Height Did Carbon di-
tion through of of coil muscle oxide ob-
period in liters periodr- in mm
.
contract? tained, c.c.
n C K C N C 1>T C I'l c
1 5.5 3.9 3 3 100 100 Yes YeP 0.414 0.494
2 4.3 2.7 -- -- 0.344 0.414
3 3.1 3.7 3 2 No No 0.294 0.324
4 3.0 4.3 -- — 0.294 0.324
5 3.0 5.3 -- -- -- -- 0.264 0.294
Totals 1.610 1.850
Weight of muscles (grams) 17.1 1G.7
Comparable totals, corrected for muscle v/eights 1.760 1.850
Difference 0.090
No rigor mortis was noticeable on rem.oval of m.uscles.
^^The contractions of the curarized muscle were stronger
than those of the non-curarized muscle.
a—
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.56
.48
.44
,40
.16
.0?
.04
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Experiment 19
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and
non-curarized mammalian muscle.
Column N, normial muscle; column C, curarized muscle.
Ab- Air Stimulation
sorp- dravm Number Height Did Carbon di-
tion through of of coil muscle oxide ob-
pcriod in liters periods in mm. contract? tained, c.c.NC NCNCNC N C
1 4.2 3.7 -- -- — — 0.384 0.314
2 2.2 4.7 3 3
^qq ]_qq Yes No 0.324 0.294
3 4.S 3.9 -- -- 0.214 0.174
4 4.0 4.6 -- — 0.204 0.194
5 4.4 5.5 -- — -- 0.204 0.174
6 5.0 3.5 -- -- 0.274 0.194
'7 3.8 2.7 -- -- — 0.174 0.164
8 4.1 4.8 — -- 0.214 0.174
9 5.4 4.0 -- — 0.154 0.164
10 4.3 5.5 — — 0.194 0.174
Totals 2.340 2.020
V/eight of muscle in grams 15.4 15.7
Comparable totals, proportional to weights 2.340 1.980
Difference 0.360
No rigor v/as noticeable when muscles were rem.oved.

Experiment 19
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Experiment 20
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and
non-curarizod cat's muscle.
Column N, normal muscle; column C, curarized muscle.
Ab- Air Stimulation
sorp- drav.Ti Number Height Did Carbon di-
tion through of of coil muscle oxide ob-
period in liters periods in mm . contract? tained, c.c.
.
K C IT cue II C N C
1 C.5 2.7 1 -- 90 -- No 0.294 0.274
90 90
2 4.0 3.5 3 4
_QQ _gQ Yes No 0.294 0.304
5 4.5 4.3 I — -- 0.184 0.164
4 4.8 2.8 -- 0.154 0.194
5 3.5 3.9 -- -- ~ — 0.234 0.174
6 3.6 4.4 -- -- -- -- 0.194 0.194
7 3.3 5.5 -_ — 0.154 0.124
8 4.0 5.4 -- -- .? 0.164
9 4.8 5.6 -- — __ __ 0.154 0.134
10 5.0 3.5 -- 0.094 0.134
11 4.0 3.4 -- -- -- -- 0.134 0.124
12 4.0 3.2 -- -- -- -- 0.174 0.134
Totals, om.itting period 8 for both columns
Vveight of muscle (gram.s)
Comparable totals, proportional to xveights
2.064 1.954
9.5 8.5
2.064 .18^
Rigor mortis v/as just beginning in both muscles v.'hen they
•were removed.

Experiment 20
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Experiment 21
Comparison of cai^bon dioxide yield fron curarized and
non-curarized cat's muscle.
Column N, normal muscle; column C, curarized muscle.
Ab- Air Stim.ulation
sorp- drav/n Kum.ber Height Did Carbon di-
tion through of of coil m.uscle oxide ob-
period in liters periods in m.m contract? tained, c . c .
N C N G II C N C n C
1 3.9 4.8 5 3 120 120 Yes Yes"^^ 0.614 0.374
2 3.2 3.n -- -- 0.434 0.294
3 5.6 3.8 C -- -- -- 0.354 0.254
4 5.4 0^— -- -- 0,354 0.254
5 5.2 4.2 -- -- -- 0.284 0.274
Totals 2.040 1.450
Weight of miusclos (grams) 16.1 16.0
Difference 0.59^)
'"^Tho curarized miuscle contracted miore vigorously than the
non-curarized miuscle.

.64
.eo
.4F
.44
3
4
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Experiment 22
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and
non-curarized pup's liuscle.
Ab- Air
sorp- drav.Ti
tion through
period in liters
i: c
stimulation
Kumber Height
of of coil
periods in rnn
•
K C N C
Did
muscle
contro.ct?
I] C
.4
?i • 8 2 • 2
2.7? 6.8?
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c.c.
N C
1 o . 5 3 r?- 100 100 Yes Yes .210 .290
2 2.6 . 160 . 220
3 rr '7 rro o 80 80 No No . 170 .210
4 4.r 4.4 .220 0.170
5 3.4 6.9 3 SO SO No Eo . 160 .200
6 o• o 5.4 . 130 . 130
7 4.6 r' » ,C 0.140 0.220
c 4.9 4.4 . 120. . 190
9 ^ • 3.4 . 140 .220
. 120 . 100
0.100 0.170
0.090 0.120
1.760 2.240
10
11
12
Totals
The totals in this experiment are not strictly comparable,
ov;ing to the fact that the non-curarized muscle lay in salt sol-
ution for tv;enty minutes, v.'-hile the apparatus viar, being repaired,
before absorption of carbon dioxide from it was begun. Absorp-
tion from the curarized m.uscle v;as begun at the usual time (a-
bout 5 minutes) after excision. This accounts for the lower
yield of carbon dioxide from, the non-curarized muscle during the
first two periods.
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Experiment 27
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized^ and non-
curarized co-t's muscle. The curarized muscle was somewhat a-
naemic
Column N, normal Miscle; column C, curari zed muscle.
Ab - Air Stimulation
• sorp-
tion
period
drav/n
through
in liters
llum.ber Height Did
of of coil muscle
periods in'mmi. respond?
Carbon
oxide
tained
di-
ob-
, c . c .
IT C K C 1! C 11 C N C
1 3 . ri 4.7 3 3 110 110 Yes Yes 0.554 0.416
o
o • C 6 • 10 110 ? .346 .358
1
3 3.9 4.2 3 3 110 110 No No .346 9
4 3.5 6.0 -_ __ — -- . 236 .226
5 ? 3.0 3 3 110 110 No No .254 0.224
6 ? 5.0 2 -- 110 -- No .236 . 246
7 ? ? _- .27P .258
Totals
,
omiitting period 3 of each columin 1.904 1.728
VJ'eight of miuscles (grams) 16 .
1
15.8
Comparable totals,
to the same
the curarized Fiuscle estim-
v.'eight as the non-curs,rizod 1.904 1.750
Difference
i
. 154
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Experiment 28
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield fror. curarized and
non-curarizcd cat's muscle.
Column II, norrrial muscle; column C, curarized muscle.
Ab- Air
sorp- drawn
tion through
T^eriod in liters
Stimulation
Num^ber Height
of of coil
periods in mm.
Did
miuscle
respond?
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c.c
N c N c iV C IT C N c
1 3.2 3.9 .466 . 194
3.5 4.0 3 3 90 90 No No 0.016 . 184
rt 3.8 3 .
9
. 234 . 126
4 6 • C 3.7 . 144 .276
5 5.5? . 244 .164
Totals
".'eight of r;uscles
1.836 0.812
12.8 12.8
No rigor v/as noticeable when muscles were removed.

.16
.1:
.on
.04
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Experiment 29
ConipariGon of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and
non-curarized rabbit'- nuscle.
Col^imn N, normal muscle; column C, curarized m.uscle.
Ab- Air
sorp- dravm
Lion through
Doriod ir. liters
Gtim.ulation
Number Height
of of coil
periods in mm.
Die
muscle
respond?
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c.c
c N c N C B C N C
1 5.6 3.9 90 -- No .484 .404
2 6.2 .284 .386
Z>
.
3.6 3.9 c; 90 No 0.286 .268
4 O . <- s%.j . 1^ • 0.234 .246
5 r .9 4.5 . 244 . 204
Totals 1.532 1.508
V/eight of m.uscles 13.6 12.8
Comparable totals, proportional to weights 1.532 1.679
Difference 0.147
Y/hen muscles 7/ere rem^oved from the apparatus rigor mortis
was beginning in the non-curarized miuscle but was not notice-
able in the curarized muscle.
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CoinpariGon of co.rbon dioxide yield fror; cnrarized and non-
curarized rabbit's musole. Curarized muscle ivas not anaemic.
Column ri, norm.al miuscle; colum^n C, curarized miuscle.
Ab- Air Stimulation
sorp- dravai Number Height Did
tion through of of coil muscle
period in liters periods in mm. respond?
Carbon
oxide
tained
di-
ob-
, c . c .
N c i; c n c i: C N C
1 o . 3.7 3 -- 120 -- Ho .622 .530
£ 3.6 S.9 .412 . 342
3 3.8 r..7 3 -- 120 -- No . 304 .322
4 3.6 3.7 3 -- 120 -- ]To .232 . 244
5 4.6 4 . 5 .252 .252
6 4.5 4 . 3 (
'
-- 0.252 .262
7 ' 4.3 6.0 . 264 .302
8 5.^- 5.7 .214
Totalr 2.560 2.460
Weight of muscles 11 .4 12.0
Comiparable total
s
2.560 2 . 344
Difference . 216
Kigor was beginning in the non-curarized musole, at the
end of the experiment , but V8.S not noticeable in the . curarized.
"^^There was a slight contraction during the first 5 -minute
i:'eriod
.
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Experim.ent 32
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from curarized and non-
curari zrd cat's muscle. The curarized miuscle P d P —
fore tl. e normal muscle
.
jj
ColMn.n r, normcl iruscle; column C, curari rr p.r\ rmnclpc—i ii_k^L \^ -1_ \_/ , 1
1
Ab- Air Stimiulation
so rp -
tion
perioci
dravni
through
( liters
)
number Height Did
of of coil m.uscle
periods in mm. respond?
Carbon
oxide
t c in ed
di-
ob-
, c . c .
I.' C K C N c i: C J. 1
1 5 .
4
3.8 3 130 . -- Yes .416 . 248
'
2 re. c; C -- .402 . 186
3 5.8 5.6 3-- 100 -- No 0.330 0.170
4 9 3.4 -- -- -- -- .284 . 180
5 7 3.7 — -- -- -- .310 0.190
6 4.2 4.0 — -- -- -- .280 0.190
r»
( 3 • 5 3.8 -- -- -- -- .280
i
0.190
8 4.7 -- -- -- .284 . 190
Totals 2 . 586 1 . 54 4
V.' eight of miuscles, in gr3.m;s 15.4 14.8
Comparable toto.lc 2.586 1.477
Difference 1 . 109
Y,Q rigor mort is was noticeable in either muscle at the
end of the experim.ent
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Experiment 33
Comrari con of carbon dioxide yield from curarizfd and non-
curarized muscle of cat. Curarized muscle excised first.
Column N, normal m.uscle; column C, curarized m.uscle.
Ab- Air
sorp- drav/n
tion through
^^oriod (liters
)
Stimulation
Numb er H e i gh t Did
of of coil muscle
ocriods in mm. resr.ond?
Carlson di-
oxide ob-
tained, c . c
.
C IT c C II C N C
1 3.4 2.7 130 130 Yes No . IBP C .0'~'6
7.5 3.2 . 194 .062
3 rr c^ * \^ £.7 3 3 130 130 No No . 13;
4 4.^ 4.1 C . 160 0.122
5 3.9 3.8 0.120 .090
D 3.8 0.110 . 106
7 3 • B •7, O . 120 .070
8 4.6 <7. p . 140 . 112
Totals
Weight of miuscles. in grams
Rigor Tiortis v/as not noticeabl
from, the apparatus
.
1.156 0.740
n muscles v:ere removed

Experiment
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Experiment 34
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from tv:o curarized
muscles of a cat, one stimulated and the other not stimulated.
Column 11, muscle not stimulated; column S, muscle stimulated.
Ab-
sorp-
tion
Air
drawn
through
Stimulation
period ( liters
)
Number
of
period:
Height
of coil
in mm.
Did
muscle
respond?
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c.c
N S N s N S N S N S
1 2.6 5 -- 125 -- Slightly .530 .420
2 3.6 5.8 .482 .420
3 2.7 5.1 5 — 125 No .390 .340
4 5.9 4.3 .596 .500
5 0.8 4.S r7 -- 125 No .362 .350
Totals
Weight of muscles, grams
Carbon dioxide per gram of muscle weight
Difference in yield per gram
2.160 1.850
20.7 21.7
0.104 0.084
0.020

.GO
.76
.68
.64
.60
.56
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Experiment 34
.48
.40
.36
.32
(
1
t
1
I
.SO
.16
.08
.04
'0

Summary of Curare Experiments
Carbon
. vmich
No .of dioxide Did muscle
Exper- per gram. Diff- m.uscle yields
iment of m.uscle erence contract? the more?
N C N C
-1 3.596 3.556 .040 Yes Yes
±o 4.490 3.698 .792 Yes • No N
5.C82 4 .812 .470 Yes No N
0.486 . 284 . 202 TTi'J
. 189 . 175 .014 Yes Yes N
.176 . 126 .050 Yes
0.094 .099 .005 Yes Yes C
1 Q 0.152 . 128 0.024 Yes No
<oU .217 . 250 0.013 Yes No Li
X . 126 .090 .036 Yes Yes
CO (See note on Experiment 22, page
0.118 . 109 .009 Yes Yes N
op 0.143 .063 .080 No No T.T
OQ 0.112 . 117 .005 No
<jU . 224 ^' .205 .019 No I'.
r? p 0.167 . 104 .063 Yes
0.214 "0 . 142 0.072 Yes No N
(Stim.
)
.104 G .084 0.020 No N
experiments the weight of the mus cles vas not noted
dvIKi. Ulic; d/iriU Llli L/ Id of carbon dioxide given in the columins here are
totalc for the entire experiment instead of per gram of muscle.
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V. EVIDENCE FOR AND AGAINST THE EXISTENCE OF
TROPHIC NERVES TO I/USCLE
Definite nerves v^'-hich control raetabolinn end vrhich, it vfould
Beem, have to do vfith metafcolinm only, have been demonstrated in
ir.ammals. The best example of this is the nerves which supply
glands. The secreting cells of tlie salivary glands are under the
control of nerve fibres running in definite trunJcs and the in-
fluence of these fibres. is ea.sily demonstrated by stim^.ilation
.
On stimulation of the trunk in v.^iich run the trophic fibres, the
gland cells respond with the formation of the thick orgo.nic con-
stitutnts of the saliva. By stimulation of another set of fibres,
the secrrttion is more wo.ter, containing the inorganic substances
v<'hich are derived from the blood and lymph, and not made in the
gland. For the main facts regarding the trophic function of nerves
to the salivary glands we need only refer to the classic vrork of
iieidenhain . '
Certain pathological conditions indicate that there are
nerves which control the nutrition of the parts which they supply.
07 )Gharcof" ' describes a disease which bears his name in which
swelling and erosion of the cartilages of the joints, especially
of the knee, follows injury to the anterior horns of the spinal
cord. Since it is certain that no motor nerves go to the carti-
lages of the joints the conclusion is that the rem.oval of the tro-
phic influence of the nerves supplying them results in the erosions
described. The fact that the erosions som.etimec appeared before
motion was lost by the r.usoles furnishes additional evic'ence of
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the existence of an independent trophic function.
The experir.ental evidence in favor of a separate trophic
nerve supply to muscle is aburdcnt. Kacalister'^S ) observed that
muscles v/ere fatigued as producers of heat sooner tha.n as producers
of vork
. The Ccalorinieter experiments of Kemp^^^ furnish additional
evidence in favor either of sepo^rate functions, motor and trophic,
for the same nerve fibre or of separate mxOtor and trophic nerve
fibres independent of each other. He v^as o.ble to heep the heat
regulating rnechanisri of dogs into,ct after in,1octing small doses of
curare, just sufficient to cause comrl''~te loss of motion. Since
the muscles arc the chief heat producers of the body and, there-
fore, the seat of the greater amount of m.eto.bolism, it follows
that m.aintainance of heat production was dep-'-ndent on the function-
ing of a set of nerves which cO'-itrolled metabolism and which were
still intact after paralysis of the motor nerves. Reichert"'
observed a rise in body temperature on injections of small doses
of curare. He confirm.s the findings of Kemp that the heat regu-
lating mechanism, can still function after paralysis of the miOtor
29 )
nerve endings. Mosso injected strychnine into dogs paralyzed
by small doses of curare s.nd as o. result observed a rise in tem-
perature of the animal. It wa.s argued that the action of strjAch-
nine was not through the m.otor nerves, for the endings of these
were paralyzed. The rise in temperature must, therefore, have
been due to stimulo.tion through separate nerves causing increased
metabolism and l^ence an increase in heat production.
TThen the body is at perfect rest, as in sleep, in a cold room,
its temiperature does not fall* This has been explained different-
ly by different writers. One school teaches that the norm:al
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movements of such tissues as the heart, respiratory muscles,
intestinal muscles etc., makes ample heat for any ordinary emer-
gency; and when subjected to external cold the body economdses its
heat by vaso-constri c tor s in the slcin, and consequent reduction of
heat dissipation. T:hen this is not sufficient, and the muscles
are called on for extra heat production, this is airways accompan-
ied by motion, i.e., shivering. The other school admits the truth
of the above in all except the last statem.ent, and believes that
it is quite as likely that the Luscles m.ay be stimulrted to in-
creased metabolism and heat production without motion, necessarily,
being produced. The teachings of this school admit of tv.'o explan-
ations, viz., metabolism, may be produced by a special set of troph-
ic nerves, apart fromi the miOtor, or thr motor nerve may i^e able to
excite mietabolismi without inducing that peculiar flovr of sarco-
placm. ?7hich produces contraction. It is certain that contraction
of muscle is always accompanied by heat. It is still an open
question whether or not heat may be produced v/ithout controction-
The involuntary shiver has been ad.vanced by some as evidence
that heat production is wholly dependent upon muscular activity.
50 )Johannson maintains tho,t it is only when muscular tension is
increased or shivering noticed that increased oxidations occur un-
der the influence of outside cold. Also in support of this viev:
Pembrey' "^^ states thr-t young mammals born in a helpless condition
are unable to m.aintain body temperature and resemble cold-blooded
anim.als; others in which muscular coordination is well developed
are able to m.aintain their temperature.
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VI. SPECIAL EXPERIMENTS
The oxporiments, of which the protocols are here given, are
of general interest in connection with the entire subject.
Experiment 23 v/as rcede in order to deterinine whether the
paralysis of a muscle as a result of pathological condition has
any effect on its Fietaholi sm . It was not intended to pursue this
subject to any extent, but, the opportunity being presented, the
experiment y^'&q made in the hope of its being of interest in con-
nection with the curare experiments. Both muscles Yiere stimulated
through the nerve and both contracted. The paralyzed muscle gave
off less carbon dioxide, per gram of m.uscle, than the normal mus-
cle. The difference is appreciable and would indicate that the
stimulation did not have as m.uch effect on the paralyzed as on the
norm.al muscle.
Experiments 24, 25, 26, and 31 are v/hat might be called
"check" experim.ents . They were m^ade primarily to confirm our
assumption that two homiologous muscles comiparrd under the same
conditions vrauld give off the sam.e amount of carbon dioxide.
The results from: them show that the carbon dioxide fromi an excised
muscle is not given off at the same uniform rate, (allowing, of
course, for the gradual decrease) but am.ounts obtained for dif-
ferent periods m^ay show variatiorn for which we can not account.
In Experiment 24 the two ruscles coFipared under exactly the same
conditions gave practically the same total qu.antitics of carbon
dioxide in equal length of tim.e. This is v.^hat v/ould be expected.
In Experiments 25, 26 and 51, however, the total discharge of
carbon dioxide is not as closely the sam^e for each m.uscle as in
V
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Experiment 24. These variable results may be explained on some
such basis as the variation in the content of blood as set forth
in Section I, page 2. Although precautions were ta?en to excise
both muscles under the sam.e conditions and to have them as nearly
the sam.e v:eight as possible, the amount of blood contained might
not have been the sam.e for each m.uscle. This would, have resulted
in a larger discharge of carbon dioxide from, the m.uscle contain-
ing the more blood.
In the curves accomipanying these experiments the variation
of discharge for different periods is seen at a glance. These
variations occur in all the experiments, but if the observation is
continued long enough and the two muscles are under exactly the
sam.e conditions the totals for the two vrill be practically the
sam^e. It was for this reason that any com.parison of metabolism
by periods, such as periods of "rest" and of " stimulation"' v>ras
found impracticable. The total amount of carbon dioxide discharged
by the muscle during the entire experiment seemed to us to be the
best basis for com.parison.
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Experiment 23
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from cat's muscles, one
of v/hich ( f;astrocne:!)ius of left hind leg) was atrophied as a re-
sult of paro,lysis. It is not Irnovm whether the paralysis vras due
to pathological condition of the nerve or of the muscle. In
fact the existence of parolysis was somewhat questionaolo . The
cat was subject to fits. The other muscle (gastrocnemius of
right hind leg) was normal.
Column N, norm.al muscle; colum.n F, paralyzed ( T ) muscle.
Ab- Air
sorp- drarm
tion through
period in liters
Stimulation
Num.ber Height
of of coil
periods in m.m.
•
Did
ir.u sole
contract'
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c.c
II N n P IT P
1 4.8 5.8 5 120 120 Yes Yes .580 .380
o 4.2 4.3 . 4 20 .320
3 5.6 4.9 120 120 Ko llo .360 . 240
4 6.0 4.3 .300 0.220
5 4.3 O . o 120 120 IIo Ho .290 0.210
6 5.9 3.7 .250 .200
7 4.0 B.C 120 120 '*o II .260 . ISO
8 6.7 5.8 .240 0.180
9 3.4 2.9 . 250 .170
10 6.8 o . 5 '. 200 .320
11 3.7 5.8 . 190 0.160
12 5.4 4.3 .200 .160
Totals
V/eight of mij.sclcs,
Comparable toto.ls,
Difference
m gramf
3.540 2.740
13.7 11.5
estir:;ated from muscle w-einhts 3.540 3.260
. 280

6C
Expeir'iment
00

7'2 :
i
Experiment 24
CoT.parison of carbon dioxide yield from the two gastroc-
neinii of cat under e xa-ctly the same conditions. Both muscles
|
were normal, and resting during the
i
ATd- Air j
norp dravm wool uyJH di -
tion through oxide Ob-
period in liters o J. I i. fc; U.
: 1 2.8 4.4 .420 . 340
o
tij 6 . o 3.7 0.280 . 250
3 2.5 3.1 0.220 0.230
4 2.4 3.5 0.210 .200
5 3.4 6.9 . 240 0.290
6 1.9 5.5 0.240 .210
7 5.5 5.5 0.230 .220
8 4.4 5.4 . 180 0.170
9 6.6 4 .
8
0.230 0.220
10 5.9 5.8 0.200 .200
11 5.1 6.9 0.210 0.270
12 6.1 2.1 . 190 . 160
13 . t-^ 4.0 . 180 . 240
14 3.9 4.5 .200 .200
15 5.9 6.1 . 180 . 230
16 4. ' ? 0.200 . 230
Total s 3.610 3 . 660
I
1
liUscle v/eights ,gms. lop 12.7
Carbon dioxide per
gram of r Li c cl e 0,296 . 288

77:
,44
.40
I
I
r"
• J
00 EUSENE OIETZC
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Experiment 25
Comparison of ca-rbon dioxide yield from the t^;o gastroc-
nemii of a rrall rabbit under the same conditions. Both muscles
were normal and both vrore stimulated according to data belov/.
Ab- Air
sorr- dravm
tion through
period in liters
Stimulation
I^umber Height
of of coil
periods in r.ra;
Did
miuscle
respond?
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c.c.
I
1 3.4 2.5 5 3 90 90 Yes Yes .070 0.080
o 2.6 4.1 .070 .O'^O
3 4.3 3.4 4 90 90 Ho No .020 0.040
!
4
1
5.7 4.S .040 .080
i
5 4.3 4.4 .020 .040
6 4.7 4.7 . 040 .040
7 3.7 3.1 .020 .030
4.3 4.0 .030 .060
9 3.4 .020 o.oro
10 4." 4.9 .020 .050
11 9 .010 0.000
Totals .360 .490
Weight Of muscles (grams
)
1 .4 1.4
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Expieriment 25
16
.08
,04
00
m iM tff
bzd J
4
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Experiment 26
1
Co r pari son of carbon dioxide yield from gastrocnemdi of
large rabbit, both muscles normal and under the same conditions
.
Ab- Air Stiiiulation
sorp-
;
tion
1
period
drav/n
through
in liters
rTumber
of
periods
Height Did
of coil muscle
in rim. respond?
Carbon
oxide
tained
di-
ob-
, c . c .
' 1 5.2 4.4 o 105 105 Yes Yes .310 C .330
2 4.7 4 .
4
0.310 .300
5
4
4.3 3.2
4.9 4.8
3 3
10 5 10 5
90 70 No Ko
105 105
— — — —
. 270
.290
.260
. 280
6.1 3.7 — — — — . 240 .220
6 5.7 5.1 .220 . 23G
7 3.6 4.6 . 210 . 180
8 4.7 4.6 0.180 0.200
5.0 0.190 . 150
' 10 5.0 5.9 0.170 .'^00
11 <j . o o . ^ 0.150 . 120
5.9 ? . 160 . 150
TotalG 2.700 2.620
VTeight of nuscles, in grams 12.5 11.2
Carbon dioxide per gram of muscle weight .216 0.233

,40
36
28
^0
16
.OP,
.04
Experiment 2G
til III Ul M Hi
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Experiment 31
Comparison of carbon dioxide yield from, the tvro gastroc-
nem.ii of a rabbit, under the same conditions.
The absorption periods in this experiment were one hour
each instead of thirty m.inutes.
Ab- Air
sorp- dravm
tion through
period (liters
)
1 7.1 6.1
1 7.
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c . c
.
0.282 0.57;0
. 226 . 290
. 158 . 140
. 128 . 154
Totals 0.794 0.914
Vv'eigrt of muscles 2.8 2.8

^9
VII. SUMMARY
The conclusions at which we have arrived from this inves-
tigation may be summarized as follows:
1. The discharge of carbon dioxide from, excised muscle is
not increased by activity of the muscle in air. This is in con-
firm.ation of the work of previous observers.
2. The performance of external vvork during contraction of
a muscle in air does not result in an increased output of carbon-
dioxide .
o. A miUscle taken from, a curarized mam.mal and stimulated
through its nerve rives off less carbon dioxide per gram, of muscle
than a hom.ologous muscle taken from the sam.e animial before curar-
ization. We have thirteen experiments as evidence of this and
three against it.
4. Comparing our resulte on the survival respiration of
m:Uscle, in a current of air, \'ilth those of Fletcher's experim.ents
in v/hich he used pure dxygen, vie are convinced that the amiount of
oxygen present influences the amount of carbon dioxide discharged.
This makes it appear improbable that survival respiration, as such,
in isolated miuscle can be used as an index to normal metabolism.
5. The difference between the results of our experiments and
the findings of those investigators viho perfused muscles with blood,
and studied the blood gases, leads us to believe that the metabolism:
in the two cases is different. Y.Tien blood is "oprfused the muscle
"cells are supplied, with oxidizable fuel, o-nd with oxygen, nearer
to where the oxidation is to take place • Either or both of these
factors appear to m.ake the metabolism, obey different lews under
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the different conditions. 'This becomes all the more striking
when Y/e consider the experiments of "iLerip and of Reichcrt v/hich
are discussed on page 25. These observers found, by direct
calorimitry, that curarized animals might retain their 'normal tem-
perature, and that the heal, '^.ecessary for this car.c from, increased
heat prodiaction, as v^ell as from diminished heat dissipation.
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SUPPLEMENT
This supplement contains the records of additional exper-
iments, made on the effect of external iTork on carbon dioxide
production from mammalian m.uscle. These experiments were made
by Lr. Clark in continuing the research of vv-hich this thesis
forras a part, and are bound here to keep the series together.
In the summary (page 8) the first seven experimients given
in the ta,ble are the same as the ones given in the summary on
page 20; they are recopied here only for the sake of complete-
ness.

Experiment 45
Comparison of carbon dioxide produced by two gastrocnemii
of a cat; one contracting against a spring and the other con-
tracting while hanging freely in the muscle chamber.
Stimulation given through muscle and nerve.
Ab- Air Stimulation
sorp- drawn Number Height Carbon di-
tion through of of coil Con- oxide ob-
period (liters
)
periods in m.m. traction tained, c.c.
T. VJ IT ^' F V r 1? N
1 ? 3.4 S 5 IZO ISO Strong Strong 0.614 0.744
2 ? 5.0 — 0.470 0.564
5 5.4 4.5 ---- -- — 0.454 0.410
4 3.5 6.2 -- — — 0.^56 0.590
5 3.0 5.8 — — 0.316 0.31P
6 ? ? ---- — — 0.524 0.354
Totals 2.714 2.984
w'eight of muscles (grams ) 14.8 14 .7
Carbon dioyide per greid of muscle .18 .19

Ejrperiment 47
CoF.parison of carliondioxirc production from working and
non -V,' orking n.uscle of cat.
Stimulation through muscle and nerve.
Column N, not-Tvorking muscle; column YJ, working muscle.
Stimulation
sorp^
tion
period
Air
drwwn
through
(liters
)
N W
3.7 4.0
Num.ber Height
of of coil
period s in mm*
N 7/
3 3
Con-
traction
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained, c. c
N W N W K
170 170 Good Good 0.634
130 130 Good Weak
4.1 5.1 0.644
3 'V tr; 6.4 0.376
4 0.7 4.5 0.496
5 3.8 4.0 0.364
6 3.5 3.8 0.414
.798
0.664
. 546
0.484
.494
.456
Totals
Totals, om.itting period 3 for both columns
(amount in colurrn due to error)
\7eight of muscles in gram.s
Carbon dioxide per gram, of muscle
2.9C8
2.552
19.9
. 128
3.442
2 . 896
21.4
. 135

4Experiment 48
CoiTiparison of carbon dioxide produced from a vrarlcing and a
non-working muscle of pup.
Stimulation through muscle and nerve.
Ab-
sorp-
tion
Air
draTvTi
through
Stimulatioji
period (liters
)
y w
Number Height
of of coil
periods in m-m»
Con-
traction
N N
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained^ c.c.
1 4.1 2.6 3 3 130
125
130
100
Good
Weak
Good
Weak
.204 .304
2 4.0 5.1 . . 234 • 236
4 .0 . 124 . 204
4 3.9 4.0 . 174 .198
5 4.2 4.0 .116 . 164
6 3.9 9 = 154 .164
Totals
Weight of muscles in gram.s
Carbon dioxide per gram of muscle
1.006 1.270
6.4 6.2
0.157 0.205

5Experiment 49
CoLiparison of carbon dioxide production from vforking and
non-iTorkins muscle of pup.
Stimulation through muscle and nerve
Kb- Air
corp- draTvn Number
tion through of
period ( liters ) "nerio d f"
rj T-^ jj
1 ? 4.4 3 3
'
0000
Stimulatio:
o
• 9
r? 5.0 3.7
4 / o* . »y
5 4.0
6 ? "7
Height
of coil
in ijm •
N -
Con-
traction
1^0 150 Good Good
70 70 Faint Faint
Carbon
dioxiode ob-
tained, c . c.
0.314 0.234
0.318 0.214
0.294 0.164
0.276 0.164
^.258 0.144
0.204 0.156
Totals
igho of musclc!?
1.664 1.076
10.6 5.6
Carbon dioxide per gram of m.uscle 0.157 0.192

6Experiment 50
CorapariGon of carbon dioxide production from working and
non-Tforking muscle.
Stimulation through muscle end nerve.
Ab- Air Stim.ulation
sorp- iraTm Num.ber Height Carbon di-
tion through of
.
of coil Con- oxide ob-
traction tained, cc
N TT-\ . II V, N
1 -1.0 •7 3 160 160 Good Good 0.638
100 100 Fair Fair
80 80 Faint Faint
o
-1
.
1
p. 6 .506
3 5-4 3.6 0.536
4 r o• ".8 . 0.414
5 5.5 4.4 0.436
Totals 2.530 2.798
Weight of muscles in grams 15.1 14.5
Carbon dioxide per gram, of muscle 0.167 . 19r

7>xperiiaent 51
Comparison of carhon dioxide production from, v^oriiing and
':on-T/orking m.Uf?cle' of pup
im.ulation direct
.
Ab- Air muiation
sorp-
tion
period
draiYn
through
(liters
)
itimber
of
periods
Kei
of
in
ght
coil
m;mi
.
Con-
trac tion
Carbon di-
oxide ob-
tained , c .c .
IT Y7 N IT ¥ IT W
1 4.2 3.5 5 150
20
150
60
Good Good
Feint Faint
0.584 0.586
2 ^1.5 5.8 .408 .576
4.5 3.S .496 .424
4 7. . 9 4.5 .524 0.494
Totals 2.012 2.080
Iw eight of miUEcles in grams 14.8 15.7
Carbon dioxi de per gram of mus cle C . 155 . 1' "

8Revised Table of
Experiments with Working and Non-working Muscle.
Exp
.
No .
Ani-
mal
used Stimulation
Carbon
dioxide
per gram
of muscle
Diff-
erence
IThich
muscle
yields
the more?
N W N W
oo Nerve ITerve 0.095 0.081 U . U l^i TT
59 Frog Di 'ct Dir ' t 0.252"'" ^ .200"^ 0.052 N
40 Cat Foth stim- .250 . 238 0.012 N
ulated
41 Pup Perve Nerve 0.594^ ^ 0.502-^^ 0.092 N
and and
Muscle P.uscle
rxip Direct Direct J. • O Dtt U . <GOD w\'i
rrogs None Direct 0.016 0.019 L/ . u u o TV
A A. Perve rlerve . 25 2 0.255 D on 1
and and
: uscle I uscle
45 Cat It It 0.180 0.190 0.0 10
47 Cat tt tt 0.128 0.155 .007
48 Pup ft tt 0.157 . 157 .048
49 Pup tt tt . 157 0.192 .035
50 Pup tt tt . 167 0. 192 0.025' w
51 Pup Direct Direct . 155 0.132 .003 N
^^The so amounts arc totals for the entire rauscle, the
weight of the muscles not having been notet'' in these experiments.

..ui .\ .i.i..v -.1 ..v, ,^,;./: ...„// ./Jfn\ <\..itJ^ ,.'/k\\ v..,;, Jiu .jitt^x -i^x Ai\ <r\ A./^' .Lf.

